Mediterranean Trophy
Dear Exhibitors interested in the history of the “Mediterranean Week” of the Principality of
Monaco, Italy & France,
Following the meeting held in Monaco on 23rd September 2015 between the partners of the event,
it was determined to change the name Mediterranean “Week” in Mediterranean “Trophy”.
The update consists in letting compete those dogs who won in the same year these three CACIB
provided, in one Best in Show for them all. The dog that is declared the winner of the Grand Final
Trophy will be offered by the three Organizing Committees a free registration for the same dog to
compete in the contest of Mediterranean “Trophy” the following year.
Amending the Regulation will enter into force on 1st January 2016
Regulation Of The Mediterranean Trophy
1.
Trophy and diploma winners of TDM will be assigned as part of that exhibition,
which closes the circuit, to dogs that have obtained in the year of the competition
three CACIB in the three different countries by three different judges : the Principality
of Monaco - Italy - France . All three CACIB original cards must be presented to the
Organizing Committee Secretariat to be able to start the procedures..
2.

The Award is intended both for males and females.

3.
Once the winners established, at the exhibition which closes the circuit, all qualified
dogs (also those of the same breed but of different sex) will parade on the Ring d’Honneur,
and a judge will decide the winner for the “Best of Trophy”.
The Trophy will be a “Challenger” on which the winner’s name, title and date will be affixed each
year. The winner will make a victory lap and be photographed with the Trophy but cannot leave the
exhibition with the “Challenger”. He must return this Trophy to the Organizing Committee on his
departure.
A replicate Trophy will be given at the holder of the “Challenger” of the year.
The Organizing Committee will forward the Trophy to the one opening the competition the
following year, so that it can be exposed on the Ring d’Honneur of the three Shows.

